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DEAR READER
of 2006 we described the extensive Gunnebo
One Company integration project, and we round off this series of
articles in this issue with an interview with Gunnebo President and
CEO Göran Gezelius. Some work still remains in France, mainly
during the first half of 2007, but otherwise the project has been successfully completed.

IN THE THREE ISSUES

GUNNEBO GLOBAL BEGAN in 1996 as a Group-wide publication, primarily intended for employees and shareholders. In recent years it has
also been written for and distributed to our customers and business
partners. In this issue we take a look back at some of the previously
published articles and highlight areas such as Gunnebo's efforts to
reduce shrinkage in retail.

Business Line Bank currently accounts for
just over 30 per cent of total turnover. Developments in the banking
sector, primarily in Europe, have been characterised by relatively
modest growth, but they create high credibility for Gunnebo when it
comes to creating products and systems that can combine excellent
security with high volumes of money, people and – for other customer groups – products too. The bank market in Asia, the Middle East
and Africa in particular is also characterised by strong growth.
I think a lot of people can remember what it was like going into a
bank just 10 or 20 years ago. High, bullet-resistant glass walling and
partitions that protected staff from robbery, piles of money lying out
in the open, and at times the queues for paying in or withdrawing
money were endless. And can anyone explain why you invariably
ended up in the longest, slowest-moving queue?
But these are all things of the past. Today banks have an open-plan
environment and ATMs for 24-hour self service seven days a week.
And historically there have never been so few bank robberies – even
though business hours have never been this long. One problem, of
course, is that robberies against cash-in-transit have increased, which
highlights the need to strive for greater banknote recirculation in stores. We will be returning to this topic in a future issue of Gunnebo
Global based on the theme of Retail.

GUNNEBO'S BUSINESS IN

I WOULD LIKE TO highlight the articles about Elaine Tipton at the Gun-

nebo Service Centre in the UK, and Michel Querville, a service engineer who has worked in the Group for 34 years and now works at
Gunnebo France's new Service unit.
I do hope you enjoy reading this issue of Gunnebo Global based
on the Bank theme. The next issue, due out in June, will be based
around the theme of Site Protection.
If you have any comments on Gunnebo Global or ideas for articles or subjects, please feel free to contact me or a member of our editorial committee – see the contact details below.
JANERIK DIMMING
SVP GROUP COMMUNICATIONS
GUNNEBO AB
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Gunnebo India meets
aviation industry at exhibition

Design for people with disabilities
Automated service machines are becoming increasingly prevalent in society.
They range from ticket machines to
recirculating units, all different and with
different knowledge requirements.
This makes life particularly difficult
for the elderly and people with disabilities. In partnership with a design student Gunnebo has developed a proposal for an ATM that can be used by people with different types of physical
disability.
The project began with a review by
Gunnebo of existing rules, requirements and preferences, partly from
organisations for people with disabilities, explains Frans de Wit of Gunnebo.
“The design student came up with a
number of proposals which we discussed. We then added some more ideas
for improving and simplifying the solutions even further.”

In late January, an initial version of
the ATM for people with disabilities
was presented. 

3,000 deposit boxes
installed at Beijing Bank

Gunnebo Spain installs one of
the world's biggest deposit robots

In early 2006, Gunnebo Singapore, in
collaboration with Chinese agent Forgoal,
installed 1,500 electronic safety deposit
boxes at Beijing Bank. In autumn an additional order was delivered: almost 3,000
deposit boxes – Safe Store 2000C – were
installed in just one week. The deposit
boxes are connected to SafeControl software which enables real-time monitoring
of each individual box.
The boxes were installed in autumn by
engineers from Forgoal, who were also
assisted by one engineer from Gunnebo in
Poland. One slightly unusual requirement was that the figure 4 should not
appear anywhere on the deposit boxes as
it is considered an unlucky number in
China.
“These two installations will be good
reference cases for our future ESDL projects in China,” says Elsie Tay, country
manager for Gunnebo in Singapore. 

Gunnebo Spain has been commissioned to install one of the biggest safety
deposit robots ever produced, at Banco
Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria (BBVA).
The robot, a SafeStore Auto, will handle over 2,500 safety deposit boxes. It
will be part of an integrated security
solution including CCTV, access
control, electronic security and surveillance.
“BBVA noted that bringing together
the safety deposit boxes at fewer branches, while increasing security at those
branches, would reduce the overall
risk,” says Angel Diaz, account manager
for BBVA at Gunnebo Spain.
BBVA is planning to centralise safety
deposit boxes in most regions by installing SafeStore Auto. Gunnebo will
install the deposit robot at further locations in Spain in 2007. 

Commissioned by Gunnebo, a design student
has produced a number of sketches of ATMs
for people with disabilities.

In mid-December Gunnebo India took
part in Aerodrome India 2006 – an exclusive exhibition for a network in the aviation industry. The participants were
international and national aviation
experts and representatives of airports
and airlines in the region. A total of 125
companies from 15 countries exhibited at
the event including Cavotec, Honeywell,
Siegling and Air India.
Gunnebo India hosted one of the eight
seminars, where it presented Gunnebo's
security offering for airports.
“It was an honour for us to be invited to
Aerodrome India 2006,” says Gurudas
Parwani, head of Electronic Security,
Gunnebo India.
“Commercial air traffic is on the increase in India, and being able to take part
in the exhibition presents tremendous
business opportunities.” 

The deposit robot, SafeStore Auto, will be
installed at Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria
and will handle over 2,500 safety deposit boxes.

Gunnebo certified for online connections in France
Transactions via bank automation products are increasingly being connected to
real-time networks and to banks' central
computer systems. In France the Logigab
has achieved a leading position as it is used
by Crédit Agricole and Société Générale,
which represent approximately 40 per cent
of the French banking market.
Thanks to a successful collaboration

with Business Line Bank, Gunnebo
France and Competence Centre Cash
Automation, Gunnebo has now been
certified by Logigab for integration
between the banking automation machines and the bank's transaction systems.
This will generate new business opportunities for products such as the SafeBag
and SafeCash ranges. 
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Gunnebo One Company:

Integration project for growth
and profitability virtually complete
In August 2005, Gunnebo's Board
made a decision that entailed a
fundamental change in the way the
company works. Gunnebo would
be transformed from a company
that focuses on selling security
products to one that meets
customers' needs for total
security solutions.
Now the process of change is
virtually complete, and Gunnebo's
CEO Göran Gezelius is impressed
by how quickly the project has
been carried out. The results are a
success.

Over the past 10 years or so, Gunnebo
has developed into a global security
group, primarily through acquisitions. A
couple of years ago it was time to begin
harnessing the synergies between the 40
or so acquired security companies.
Autumn 2005 was devoted to appointing management groups at 19 Customer
Centres – one in each country where
Gunnebo already had a company – and
six Competence Centres. The role of the
competence centres was to be responsible for business development, design, product development, production and other
product sourcing issues, as well as for
sales to Gunnebo's agents and distributors. The new management groups were
also responsible for developing cost plans
and timetables for realising the Gunnebo
One Company integration project.
FEW COMPANIES PER COUNTRY

The new organisation came into effect
on 1 January 2006. Intensive training
and education activities took place
during the year, mainly to facilitate greater integration in sales, logistics, marketing and quality. Gunnebo's businesssupporting IT systems were also analysed
and in late 2006 the decision was taken
to have a new, centralised business
system.
4

Gunnebo's organisation as
of 1 January 2006:

Bank

Site
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Retail

CUSTOMER
CENTRES
Service
& Support

Secure
Storage

Cash
Automation

The new
organisation was continuously streamlined
during the year. In
December 2006, the
Gunnebo One Company
integration programme was
complete in the entire organisation – with the exception of a slight lag in
the French operation. In 2006, the working lives of just over 3,000 personnel have
changed in the form of new and/or
changed work tasks, new managers, new
premises and new sales areas. 100 companies have been reduced to 80, and in
2007 a further 20 companies will cease to
exist. The aim is to have just a few companies in each country, usually a single
company for each customer centre.
FIVE BUSINESS LINES

Each customer and competence centre
has a uniform organisation. Each customer centre has five business lines to optimise how Gunnebo's key customers are
dealt with. There is a business line each
for Bank, Retail and Site Protection. A

Secure
Storage

Entrance
Control

COMPETENCE
CENTRES
Outdoor
Perimeter
Security

Electronic
Security
Indoor
Perimeter
Security

fourth business line is responsible for
sales of high-graded fire and burglarresistant safe products to customer
groups other than bank and retail. The
fifth business line is responsible for all
service activities in each customer centre.
Göran Gezelius,
President and CEO of Gunnebo:
How successful do you think Gunnebo
One Company has been?
“In all essentials the plan has been well
carried-out and the project is complete.
It has entailed a lot of hard work for all
co-workers in sales, marketing, technology, logistics, quality and administration.
And I have to say that I'm impressed that
changes on this scale have been carried
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Gunnebo President and CEO Göran Gezelius, here flanked by Nicholas Roberts, head of Gunnebo India (left) and Gilbert Korchia, head of Business Line Bank, Gunnebo France, is impressed by how quickly the Gunnebo One Company changes have been implemented. In just over a year the
Group has modified both the organisation and working methods in most areas.

out in such a short time – just over a
year.”
Have the goals of Gunnebo One Company been achieved?
“We have managed to maintain and
even increase sales and organic growth
in 2006. We have also found good
forms of collaboration between our
competence and customer centres. We
have a common language, shared values
and, above all, the same way of serving
our customers. When it comes to the
integration itself, the smaller customer
centres have been the most successful,
not least when it comes to using the
partly new and wider product range to
offer customers complete security solutions.”
How have personnel reacted to such
major changes in such a short time?
“I'm impressed by how the vast majority have been willing to put in such a
great effort to make Gunnebo One Company a reality. The fact that 3,000 per-

sonnel have to some extent swapped forward to a year of major improveor altered their work tasks while at the ments. Mainly in how we can sell more
complete security
same time maintainsolutions to our
ing sales is very positiexisting customers,
ve. In the run-up
“I'm impressed the
but also in identifyto 2007 we now have
ing new customers
excellent
potential
vast majority
within our key segto further improve
ments which are
our customer offering
have been willing to
Bank, Retail and
and customer service,
Site Protection.
and to grow organi- put in such a great effort
“We will also
cally in a profitable
continue to develop
way.”
to make Gunnebo
our safes business
Were there any
One Company a reality.” whilst further improving our service
disappointments
offerings.”
in 2006?
“We did experience
some drop-off in productivity in certain How will the security market develop?
“The strong developments that have
countries and were unable to maintain
our profit margins. Unfortunately 2006 characterised the security market will
continue. We expect the market we
was a poor year in terms of profit.”
operate in to grow by around five per
cent a year. Gunnebo intends to grow
And what will be happening in 2007?
“We have put the major process of by at least as much.” 
change behind us and we're looking
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Gunnebo creates

total solutions
for bank security
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In the space of just a few years the way cash is
handled has been revolutionised. Banks are
becoming increasingly international and
more and more banking is being done online.

solutions. These solutions integrate everything – from the vault door to the software
that links machinery and surveillance
systems.

Gunnebo has a broad range of solutions for
banks, from efficient systems for handling
cash and valuables, to secure access control.
All connected through innovative software

Read about what Gunnebo has to offer in
the Bank segment, a few customer projects
and how banking has changed in recent
years.
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“Gunnebo One Company”
solved sticky situation at LCL
When French bank Le Crédit
Lyonnais was experiencing serious
security problems, Gunnebo came
to the rescue thanks to an organisation with a good internal
overview and co-ordination.

Le Crédit Lyonnais (LCL) has been a
customer of Gunnebo's French subsidiary
for many years. The bank's branch in
L'Argentière has been a pilot for a new
security concept, but in 2006 there were
recurring problems with equipment designed to give personnel and the cash-intransit company shared access to the ATM
security area. Bernard Ceccaldi, head of
LCL's security department, says that in the
end the branch was put in serious danger.
PROBLEMS WITH SECURITY LOCKS

“The TDF door was fitted with an
electronic security lock which caused
function problems on six occasions in less
than a year. In the end the union was considering invoking the right to refuse to
work in potentially dangerous circumstances.”
In June last year everyone involved met
up to try to resolve the problem. And
Bernard Ceccaldi is grateful to Gunnebo
for the solution.
“Gunnebo's personnel played an active
role and finally found a solution that
satisfied both the corporate management
and the union. In October the door was
replaced and the danger eliminated,
much to everyone's relief.”
TREND TOWARDS INCREASED SECURITY

“One important aspect of this was Gunnebo's new organisation, with a single
contact who has an overview of the tender
and Gunnebo's various brands. This made
it possible to find an optimum solution in
a sticky situation.”
LCL has recently signed a new security
agreement with the contractor responsible

Le Crédit Lyonnais had problems with the door to the security area behind the ATMs at one of
its branches. According to Bernard Ceccaldi, head of the bank's security department, it put the
branch and its personnel at extreme risk. In collaboration with Gunnebo a good solution was
eventually found.

for refilling ATMs. According to Bernard
Ceccaldi this clearly shows a trend towards
increased security in external handling.

organisation. The procurement department now has an important position in
the bank.

COLLABORATION IN THE SECURITY INDUSTRY

THE ADVANTAGE OF ONE CONTACT

“In future the whole approach will focus
on security 'from beginning to end'. This
means protection for cash in transit and
guaranteeing personal security during the
entire process, from depositing money to
handling and withdrawing cash.
“I think companies in the security sector
need to collaborate more – suppliers of
security equipment, cash-in-transit companies and producers of ATMs and
CCTV systems.”
Bernard Ceccaldi remarks that 2006 has
been a complex year for LCL – partly
because Gunnebo was restructuring and
new contacts arrived on the scene, at same
time as LCL was reorganising its support

“When it comes to requests for tender,
Gunnebo will be competing with other
companies. In the past we could have two
brands from your Group competing
against each other. On the other hand,
Gunnebo can now position itself as a
systems supplier of security equipment,
and offer us an extensive product catalogue. What's more, it's a major advantage
having just one contact for the entire
Group.
“After a tough start to 2006, it feels as
though the situation has stabilised. The
solution in L'Argentière is a fine example
of the maturity the Gunnebo organisation
is showing.” 
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Modern banks call
for innovative solutions
“No other company has addressed
the issue of self service and
automation as consistently and
completely as Gunnebo. Gunnebo
has had the courage to invest
outside of well-known patterns.”
These are the words of one of
Gunnebo's bank customers in
Germany.
Needless to say the comment is
pleasing for Gunnebo - which is
striving to be a complete supplier
of security solutions for a bank
market in constant change.

More flexible business hours. Efficient
cash management. Secure cash flows, for
manual and automated services alike. A
high level of service. Banks are facing
many demands, demands that are quite
different today compared to a few years
ago. Today's modern bank security products have to do more than just be secure – they must also help increase efficiency and provide good service to bank
customers. Furthermore, banks are
demanding sophisticated systems for
areas such as entrance security and access
control. Ideally it should be possible to
control all aspects of the security systems
centrally.
STRIVING FOR SELF SERVICE

Today Gunnebo offers a wide range of
products for modern, efficient banks.
Perhaps the most revolutionary deve8

lopments have been in self service and
automation. Bank customers want to be
able to withdraw, change and pay in cash
and access their safety deposit boxes 24
hours a day – not just during the bank's
business hours. This is a trend that also
suits banks.
Many banks are striving to transfer routine work, which ties personnel to the
cashiers' desks, over to self service. This
frees up resources which can be used for
one-on-one consultation, for example.

tions and customised applications.
Despite rapid developments in automation, for instance, traditional bank products are still important, and Gunnebo
also focuses on developing modern safes
and fire-resistant safes, vaults, vault doors
and safety deposit boxes. When it comes
to physical security, banks are also indicating some 'new' requirements and preferences. The trend is towards products with
greater security but lower volume and
weight, the aim being to facilitate installation and future relocation.

THE ENTIRE CHAIN

Gunnebo offers several solutions for
money walls, a type of 24-hour bank often
located in the lobby. Examples of products
include the SafeCash deposit and withdrawal machine, the SafeCoin coin roll
dispenser and the SafeStore safety deposit
robot. However, the concept is about
more than just individual products. Gunnebo can assume responsibility for the
entire chain, from planning and installation to handling and service.
Banks these days also place high
demands on valuables management, surveillance and access control. There are,
for example, entrance security systems,
verification and control of vehicles, personnel and visitors, as well as alarm relay.
Gunnebo integrates and installs CCTV
systems together with customised alarm
and access systems. Gunnebo is one of
the world's leading suppliers in entrance
control and offers both standard solu-

FEWER SUPPLIERS A BONUS

Gunnebo's products for physical security
encompass everything from safety deposit
boxes, vaults and locks to burglar and fireresistant safes.
Many bank customers are increasingly
calling for integrated security systems.
This could, for example, entail solutions
tailored to systems that link the bank's
security solutions together. Gunnebo
could therefore play a key role in the future, especially bearing in mind the new
Gunnebo One Company structure, the
very aim of which is to deliver complete,
integrated solutions.
Many security customers view having
fewer suppliers as a bonus. If the customer
can procure a complete security system
from one supplier, it makes both the logistics and the organisation easier. Moreover,
compatibility between the different parts
of the systems is assured. 

GUNNEBO GLOBAL THEME - BANK

Modern banks are increasingly offering their customers automated self service options. Gunnebo's range includes a host of products and services
that combine to form a secure, closed cash management chain.

Facts:
Gunnebo's offering for banks

SafeBag: Products for modern banks
Gunnebo's SafeBag concept is a series of
deposit systems and an excellent example
of the company's solutions for modern,
automated cash handling. The solutions are
available for various sectors with differing
needs. Above all they are aimed at banks
wishing to offer their customers 24-hour
self service, seven days a week.
The solutions also help ensure extremely
secure cash in transit between the store,
bank branch and security company. More
and more customers are demanding completely closed cash handling systems, in
every stage.

Products from the range include:
SafeBag DFX – Suitable for deposits

using both sealed bags and cartridges
(deposit units). DFX can be upgraded with
electronic features.
SafeBag CLX-N – Designed for controlled
transfers, access via card or PIN unit linked to the banks' computer network.
SafeBag ADX-N – Dimensions and
electronic features can be tailored to the
customer's requirements. Available with
manual card readers or linked to a
network.
SafeBag RSB30 – For connection to a
computer network. With card readers.
Suitable for deposits in sealed bags.

High security combined with high flows of
money. This is the basic philosophy of
Gunnebo's security solutions for the Bank
sector - which encompass efficient solutions for self service, site protection, back
office and the customer service environment. Gunnebo also provides service and
support for all types of security solution.
Examples of products
in Gunnebo's range:
Safety deposit boxes, ATMs, teller
systems, alarm/CCTV systems, coin
counters, banknote feeders/recyclers,
security booths, vaults, safes and software (tools for cash management)…
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The world of banking
– an industry in change

Internationalisation, consolidation,
'Internetification' and automation.
These are just some of the concepts
that describe the modern bank
industry. The banks of old, where
customers went to a cashier's desk
to pay in or withdraw money, would
seem to be on the way out. Cash is
increasingly managed via self
service and ATMs – something
which is placing new and different
demands on security.

Today's bank robbers are facing increasingly sophisticated security solutions.
The number of bank robberies in Europe has in fact decreased slightly in the
past year, down 9 per cent on 2004.
One explanation is the decrease in the
number of bank branches in most West10

ern European countries, partly a result of
customers increasingly choosing to bank
online. Banks have also worked very
effectively on preventive measures to
reduce the risk of robbery and other
attacks. Many banks are attempting to
limit personnel's contact with cash,
through time locks and restricted cashdesk access, for example.
24-HOUR SERVICE

The radical change in the way cash is
handled is perhaps the clearest transformation in the world of banking in recent
years. This is partly due to cost effectiveness – not tying up bank personnel to
pure checkout tasks which do not create
added value for the bank. It is also down
to modern bank customers' desire to be
able to withdraw, pay in and change

money round the clock. Cash is therefore increasingly handled via ATMs and
change machines, for example.
One clear trend is the installation of
more and more ATMs in stores and
other public areas. In many countries
over half of all ATMs are located in
supermarkets and shopping centres. The
ATMs are either owned and managed by
the banks, which hire the ATM site, or
managed in a collaboration between a
bank and a retailer, or between a retailer
and a cash-in-transit company.
'CASHLESS' BRANCHES

Banks are increasingly outsourcing cash
management services with specialist companies. One explanation is that banks
want to avoid the security risks. Many
bank branches are instead focusing on

GUNNEBO GLOBAL THEME - BANK

Facts:
Europeans like cash
Despite the efforts of the EU to reduce cash handling, a study carried out
by Capgemini shows that cash is still
the favourite form of payment among
Europeans.
Swedes are at the very top when it
comes to using cards as a form of
payment, and Sweden is the country
with the single largest growth in card
transactions in Europe. The average
Swede makes 100 card payments a
year, which means that 59% of all
transactions are via credit or debit
card.

Source: European Bank Federation

Facts:
■ The number of robberies has decreased
■ The number of violent attacks on

banks has decreased by 2%
■ The number of bank robberies has

decreased by 9%
■ The monetary value of successful rob-

beries has decreased significantly by 62%

Source: European Bank Federation

Modern bank customers have completely
different demands today. They want to be
able to withdraw, pay in and change money
24 hours a day.

consultancy services and are becoming
largely 'cashless'. As a result more and
more different kinds of ATMs are
springing up. A relatively uniform
industry is becoming increasingly diversified, with branches carving out niches for
particular types of service.
However, a report from the European
Banking Federation (EBF) notes that
automation is leading criminals to use different methods. The industry is predicting an increase in attacks on ATMs. The
authors of the report also say it is logical
to expect a future increase in direct attacks
– using explosives or gas, for example – as
well as indirect ones, such as threatening
personnel as they refill ATMs. Different
types of fraud and skimming – unauthorised reading of a bank card's magnetic
strip – are also to be expected. 

Swedbank invests
in new recyclers
Swedbank has recently invested in
several new recyclers from
Gunnebo. This is part of the
Swedish bank's ongoing process to
automate its cash handling.

Björn Andersson is responsible for
procuring the recyclers at Swedbank. He
says that the bank is about to have a
dozen or so new machines from Gunnebo installed.
“They are TCR Twin Safe and Circomat Smart machines, which are being
installed at some of our medium-sized
branches. We have already invested in
around 70 or so recyclers, and the branches also order banknote and coin coun-

ters from Gunnebo themselves.”
Björn Andersson is responsible for
contacts with Gunnebo, and for ensuring
the machines operate properly in the
Swedbank environment, such as in connection with cash-desk systems. The
bank's systems are currently being updated to be even more compatible with
Gunnebo's products. According to
Björn Andersson, the collaboration with
Gunnebo is working well.
AN ONGOING PROCESS

“We've not had any major problems with
the products and the installations are
coming along nicely.”
Swedbank and its associated Sparbanken branches also have around 1,000
ATMs across Sweden, and automating
the bank environments is an ongoing
process.
“We have development councils that
review which products are available on
the market, and try to predict future
trends and market developments in the
banking sector.” 

The TCR Twin Safe, an automated banknote feeder being installed at Swedbank's
medium-sized branches in Sweden.
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Collaboration led to unique
solution for Sparda Bank
Gunnebo Germany has been
delivering cash handling and other
products to Sparda Bank for many
years. But a year ago there was a
fresh development: a presentation
of Gunnebo One Company at
Sparda Bank's head office in
Düsseldorf resulted in a major
perimeter protection order. Internal
collaboration and an understanding
of the customer's needs were a
recipe for success for Gunnebo.

In January 2006, Norbert Pietsch, Uwe
Lagers and Manfred Stuckenbrock from
Gunnebo Germany visited Udo Martens
at Sparda Bank to talk about Gunnebo's
new strategy: Gunnebo One Company.
During the meeting it emerged that Sparda Bank had security problems at its premises in central Düsseldorf. That was the
beginning of a brand new collaboration
between Gunnebo and the bank.
“We've been delivering bank security

products and cash handling systems to
Sparda Bank for several years, i.e. products
from our Bank business line. But suddenly the discussions turned to the bank's
perimeter protection, which was a brand
new opening for us,” says Thomas Hein,
head of marketing and communication at
Gunnebo Germany/Austria.
TOTAL SOLUTION IMPORTANT

Sparda Bank leases a 16-storey building
adjacent to Düsseldorf's central station. It
is a high-risk area, partly because the station is the centre of the city's drugs trade.
Personnel from Sparda Bank have found
various drug-related products in their area,
which obviously engenders uneasiness and
insecurity. Udo Martens, who is responsible for property issues at the bank, therefore had a problem to solve.
One important issue for the bank was to
find one supplier who could provide the
whole solution. This would simplify matters and make it far easier to assign respon-

sibilities, thought Udo Martens. Discussions and collaborations began between
several different business lines and competence centres within Gunnebo in order to
meet Sparda Bank's needs.
A group of personnel from the Bank and
Site Protection business lines took up the
challenge. Along with representatives
from a couple of different competence
centres, and others, they worked out how
Gunnebo would meet the demands and
defined suitable solutions.
ORDER WORTH 265,000 EUROS

The solution was presented to Sparda
Bank's management, and after a few months' assessment of the proposal the order
worth 265,000 euro – went to Gunnebo.
The solution includes video surveillance of
entrances and basement garage, three
SpeedGates at the entrance, and a fingerprint-based entrance control system for
the management's floor. The installation
was completed in February 2007.

Gunnebo Netherlands takes an overall approach
Gunnebo Netherlands is currently
working on a large project with
one of the country's biggest
banks, ING Bank. By upgrading the
system for paying in cash, the
bank has improved its control over
the entire process – including
secure cash transit and cash
counting centres.
“We are receiving more and
more assignments where we
assume responsibility for entire
processes,” says Henk Portegeis
Zwart, who is responsible for the
Bank and Service business lines at
Gunnebo Netherlands.
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In the past cash deposit systems have been
mechanical. Customers opened and locked a deposit safe with a key as they left
their money – packed in cartridges or
envelopes – at the end of a working day.
The cash was counted locally and was in
the customer's account a few days later.
The new system uses coded envelopes and
the bank can monitor each stage of the
process, from cash deposit to transport
and counting at a counting centre.
“The entire process is handled by Gunnebo's system. This means we can provide
the bank with information and reports
from the entire process, including activities after the cash-in-transit company has

collected the money from the bank. As
soon as there are any deviations from the
pre-arranged course of events, an alarm
report is automatically issued. This is
something totally new,” says Henk Portegeis Zwart.
TOTAL SOLUTIONS INCREASINGLY COMMON

He notes that Gunnebo Netherlands is
receiving an increasing number of orders
for total solutions. Gunnebo currently
handles deposit processes for all the major
banks in the Netherlands.
“At present we're finalising a major
security project that has been in progress
for 18 months. During that time we've
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Property manager Udo Martens wanted to find one supplier who could provide the whole
solution to resolve Sparda Bank's security problems. Gunnebo won the assignment.

Thomas Hein says that the broad collaboration within Gunnebo was crucial to
success.
“We won the order because thanks to
our interdisciplinary discussions we
could find a total solution, one that took
account of all the customer's preferences. Sparda Bank has now expressed
interest in a similar solution for its office in Berlin.
Udo Martens at Sparda Bank empha-

sises that Gunnebo's broad offering was
an important aspect of the deal:
“We need a broad spectrum of products, so the 'Gunnebo One Company'
concept is ideal for us. So far the collaboration has gone very well, and if this
continues we'll certainly be working
together on several major projects in the
future. In any circumstances, we'll certainly continue to invest in bank security products from Gunnebo.” 

Facts:
Sparda Bank
Sparda Bank West eG is registered in
Düsseldorf, and is the result of a fusion
between Sparda Bank in Essen, Cologne
and Wuppertal.
The bank has a registered value of
6.5 billion euro and 900 employees in
total, 320 of whom are at the head office in Düsseldorf.

to the deposit system at ING Bank
managed to keep to schedule extremely
well, with only a one-week deviation from
the original plan. Clearly this demonstrates our strength and assures good references,” Henk Portegeis Zwart explains.
TRAINING ALSO

“Our strength lies in our ability to help
customers with the total solution, not just
individual products. We assume responsibility for the entire process and can also
offer service and support, maintenance services and training for the police, security
guards and bank personnel, for instance.”
Gunnebo Netherlands is currently
discussing means of outsourcing surveil-

lance and administration for the entire
cash management process for several of its
most important customers. According to
Henk Portegeis Zwart, Gunnebo is a company with all the necessary expertise to
offer this.
“We can conduct successful projects
that save money for customers, making
them even more satisfied.” 

The new system installed by Gunnebo at ING
Bank in the Netherlands means that each step
of the process – from the moment the customer
pays in the cash to counting at a counting
centre – can be monitored remotely.
13
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Demanding customers bring new
challenges for Gunnebo France
Gunnebo has a leading position in the French banking market, a position it
aims to maintain. The customers have high demands and Gunnebo France
fulfils that demand through innovation, flexibility, new solutions, and
continuously improved products and service. Some of the key solutions at
the moment are systems where bank staff can centrally monitor and track
events in the security systems, i.e. remote access solutions.

Gunnebo France is
currently focusing
on maintaining
and strengthening
its position as a
supplier of integrated solutions for
electronic security
and surveillance in
the French banking
market. Gunnebo already counts many
major French banks among its customers,
and aims to retain its customer base – a job
that requires hard work, according to
Daniel Gicquel, head of marketing for
business line Bank and Dominique
Auvray, Marketing and Development
manager at CCES.
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Remote managing enables an administrator to monitor and trace events at the bank branches in
real time from a central location. To make this possible the security systems must be integrated in
a smoothly functioning network of advanced software.

UNDERSTANDING BANKS' NEEDS

“We must concentrate on what banks are
looking for, and understand their needs
and expectations of technical standards.
It's about offering systems that have a long
life span, customised solutions and an
extremely high-quality service. We must
be innovative and flexible,” says Daniel
Gicquel.
French bank customers may be slightly
more demanding when it comes to integrated security systems, partly because they
have suffered so many robberies and other
attacks, he notes.
“I also think they're highly competent
buyers, as there have long been many
strong brands and products on the French
market. Quite simply, they know what
they can demand of their suppliers.”
Modern banks have more and more selfservice systems, and more and more parti14

es are involved in the different processes,
such as CIT companies. Maintaining
security calls for sophisticated surveillance
systems and safe access. For instance rather
than standard locks, modern banks use
electronic locks that log every action and
can be monitored centrally. The systems
have to be integrated to ensure that bank
staff have a good overview and can modify settings and information centrally.
REMOTE MANAGING

“The market is becoming increasingly
specialised,” says Dominique Auvray. “It
used to be that our customer was the
individual bank branch, but procurement is now far more efficient and takes
place more centrally. These days the
ordering client is often the bank's central
IT department.”

Having all these different interested
parties also calls for faster systems with
higher precision. More and more information is collected and distributed
centrally – a process known as remote
managing – and this obviously demands
functioning networks and software.
REAL-TIME MONITORING

“Remote managing is about being able to
monitor and track events in real time.
The administrator should be able to see
centrally what's happening at each branch and in the transfers between the branch and CIT company, for example,” says
Dominique Auvray.
“Several of our major customers have
already purchased these kinds of solutions, and we now need to forge ahead
and promote them in new areas.” 
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Strong interest in mobile
vaults in Southern Africa
For 21 years now Gunnebo South
Africa has been installing specially
adapted security solutions at
Barclays Bank branches in several
African countries. In January 2006
Barclays acquired one of the largest
banks in South Africa, ABSA
(Amalgamated Banks of South
Africa). ABSA has ordered several
very large, specially made, readyto-assemble vaults from Gunnebo.

Barclays Bank is one of Gunnebo South
Africa's oldest and most loyal customers.
For over 20 years it has bought products
from the whole of Gunnebo South Africa's range and installed Gunnebo products in branches from Ghana, Tanzania
and Kenya to Uganda, Zambia, Botswana and Swaziland.
“This has included both installation
and service, and we've worked closely
both with Barclays and their architects
and main suppliers,” says John McGregor, business line manager for Site Protection at Gunnebo South Africa.
“We've been involved in several
changes in the bank's profile over the
years, and we've created solutions adapted exclusively for Barclay's needs. In
fact I don't know of any other customer
that has bought products from our entire range for so long.”
VAULTS AND VAULT DOORS

David Smith is the business line manager
for Bank at Gunnebo South Africa. He
says that Barclays Bank has Group-wide
security policies which are set at the head
office in London. Gunnebo is often mentioned as a preferred supplier in these
documents.
“Barclays have been in Africa for a
long time, just like us. This is one of the
reasons they choose us. They know they
get quality, high security and good ser-

vice from Gunnebo.”
In January 2006 Barclays acquired
ABSA, one of the very largest banks in
South Africa. Gunnebo in South Africa
has been continuously delivering ready-toassemble vaults and vault doors to ABSA
for several years. The vaults have been
installed at ABSA in Durban, Vanderbijlpark and Cape Town, for example. In
Ormonde Gunnebo has just built a vault
measuring 21.6 x 11.52 metres – that's an
area of almost 250 square metres.
EXTENDED COLLABORATION

“These are not unique products in themselves,” says Gail Carew, sales manager
for the Bank segment at Gunnebo South
Africa. “We deliver ready-to-assemble
vaults to all the banks in South Africa,
and to other types of customer as well.
However, they're usually between five
and fifteen square metres. Here we're
talking about massive vaults, bigger than
anything we've ever seen in Africa.”
The vaults are used at ABSA's cash
depots, where large amounts of cash are
stored and security requirements are of
course extremely high. ABSA have been
very clear in specifying it is Gunnebo's
vaults they want. The collaboration has
also extended into other areas, according
to Gail Carew.
“We've recently signed a contract for different types of equipment for ABSA's branches across South Africa. Deliveries begin
in February 2007 and the contract covers
everything from safety deposit boxes to
locks, as well as installation and service.”
“Bearing in mind our high expectations on security and service, Gunnebo is
the only company in South Africa that
can offer the special vaults and expertise
we need at our cash branches,” says Dougie Crewe, head of Business Development & Processes – Group Security,
Safety & Continuity at ABSA. 

Installation of a large bank vault being
inspected at ABSA in Vereeninging outside
Johannesburg. The finished vault covers an
area of 56 square metres and is designed to
resist tough physical attacks.

Facts:
Gunnebo in Africa
Last year the Bank business line
accounted for 44 per cent of
Gunnebo's business in Africa.
Following several major contracts
recently this will grow to around
60–70 per cent in 2007, according
to business line manager David Smith.
The offering mainly relates to
Secure Storage (safes, vaults and
vault doors).
The strongest brand is Chubbsafes,
which has a long and successful history in the English-speaking part of
Africa.
Gunnebo in Africa aims for longterm customer relations.
“We're not interested in quick oneoff orders; we view our customers as
partners. We like to help them with
consultation and also in areas we
don't offer actual products ourselves,”
explains David Smith.
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WHAT'S HAPPENED SINCE? In Gunnebo Global

no. 1, 2000 we described how Gunnebo Troax had
resolved the problem of shrinkage at Elgiganten's
central warehouse. In the second issue of 2003 we
wrote about the installation of a new electronic security

system at the RAAP paper mill in Indonesia. What's
happened since then? What solutions to prevent theft
and wastage does Gunnebo offer today?
And has the installation at RAPP led to new
business for Gunnebo Indonesia?

Solutions that stop shrinkage
– from warehouse to exit
Unfortunately, theft and wastage
are common – and very costly –
problems for retail stores and
companies. More and more
companies have begun investing in
solutions that reduce the risks.
Gunnebo can offer everything from
perimeter protection at unloading
bays to article surveillance.

In early 2000, Elgiganten invested in a new
security system for its central warehouse
outside Jönköping. Previously there had
been no clear border between the loading
platform and the warehouse itself, which
meant personnel had to be on the go for
much of the day to deal with trucks and
drivers. Otherwise external parties would
have free access to the store's attractive
stock, such as TVs and computers.
BETTER WAY OF RECEIVING TRUCKS

Gunnebo Troax installed a solution
where the driver reverses the truck and
collects the goods without ever entering
the warehouse. Each loading bay is surrounded by a cage of tall wire-mesh
panelling with one locked gate to the
warehouse. The installation has given
Elgiganten a cheaper, more flexible,
more secure way to deal with trucks
16

In Gunnebo Global no. 1,
2000 we described how Elgiganten had resolved its
shrinkage problems with
Gunnebo Troax's help.

while also improving the working environment.
Theft is a common problem with
transport, particularly in connection
with loading and unloading. However,
theft and wastage do of course occur in
all parts of a product chain, and among
most companies and stores. Solving the
problem in all parts of the chain therefore requires everything from outdoor perimeter protection to closed cash register
systems and article surveillance.

missing,” says Gunnar
Konkell, who is responsible for business development within Cash
Automation at Gunnebo.
To secure this aspect of the process Gunnebo offers SafePayTM, a system for automated cash payments in retail.
“SafePay is a completely closed system,
from the cash register to the bank or counting centre. Cash never needs to be on
display in store, so the risk of robbery and
theft is minimal. SafePay also protects
against unexplained cash differences. The
system always takes the right sum of money
and always gives the right change.”
SAVES BOTH TIME AND MONEY

SHRINKAGE – NOT JUST GOODS

One risk stage in the product chain is the
cash register systems inside the retail area,
where losses can be a considerable problem.
“Cash register personnel can – intentionally or accidentally – miscount or take the
wrong amount of money, so money goes

“It also makes cash management very efficient and requires only a minimum of cash
administration. Obviously this saves time
and money,” Gunnar Konkell explains.
Perhaps the most familiar risk stage is
when customers simply leave the store without paying. Today alarm systems at the door
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Gunnebo can offer a host of different solutions to reduce theft and wastage for stores and companies. Examples include the SafePay system for automated cash payment in retail, tags for electronic article surveillance and perimeter protection during loading and unloading.

and various kinds of security tags on products are the rule rather than the exception.
Anyone carrying an item through the alarm
pedestals sets off an alarm unless the item has
been deactivated at the cash register.
“Gunnebo has several different electronic anti-theft systems with alarms and

pedestals that can be adapted to the customer's needs,” says Kent Schölin, who is
responsible for business development in
electronic article surveillance at Gunnebo.
“We're the only company to develop,
produce and market all existing EAS technologies – i.e. radio frequency, acousto

magnetic and electromagnetic technology.
Anti-theft systems are a highly effective way
of avoiding product shrinkage. Along with
our solutions for secure cash handling and
perimeter protection during loading and
unloading, there is very strong protection
available against theft and wastage.” 

Ripple effect for successful
project in Indonesia
In autumn 2003, Gunnebo
Indonesia installed a brand new
electronic security system for the
Indonesian pulp and paper mill,
Riau Andalan Pulp and Paper
(RAPP).

Even before the installation was complete RAPP was planning similar solutions
for its sister companies. And in December 2006 the first parts of a security
system at Toba Pulp Lestari in Medan
were installed.
The system that was installed at RAPP

included video surveillance of sensitive areas and
fingerprint scanners for
time and attendance
reporting, as well as
entrance control with proximity readers. The system was completely web-based and all parts were integrated. RAPP has many plants all over
Indonesia, and must be able to monitor
the system remotely.
Since the installation in 2003 there
have been other minor assignments,
including fire safety systems.

In Gunnebo Global
no. 2, 2003 we wrote
about RAPP, the
Indonesian pulp and
paper mill which installed a brand new electronic security system.

Now the installation has had a ripple
effect in that sister company Toba Pulp
Lestari in Medan, northern Sumatra, has
begun installing a security system. Phase
two of the installation work in Medan
will take place in 2007. 
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New products expose thieves
Three new products in Gunnebo's
electronic article surveillance range
were launched in December:
Powergate, Stargate Plexi XL and
Designergate with metal detectors.

Powergate is a RF mono-antenna system
(RF stands for radio frequency). Two
antennas are usually installed at the store
exit, but with Powergate one is enough
to detect the alarm tags. It also has a discreet, Plexiglas design.
Stargate Plexi XL is a slightly wider AM
antenna that can cover a larger area,
making it an excellent choice for large
entrances.

Powergate

Stargate Plexi XL

Designergate with metal detectors
reveals if anyone entering the store is
carrying a lot of metal – such as an aluminium-clad case. If so Designergate
emits a silent alarm to personnel, who
can be extra vigilant. Aluminium prevents the alarm triggering if a thief passes through the exit with tagged items in
the case. This is a common problem in
many stores. 

World premiere for
mobile road barrier
Gunnebo has produced a brand
new mobile, container-based road
barrier. The innovation has been
developed through a collaboration
with German company Drehtainer,
which specialises in manufacturing
bullet and explosion-resistant containers. The product has been specially designed for military use and
can therefore be deployed to
troubled areas around the world.
The road barrier is built into a
container, making it very easy to
transport. No basic on-site construction is needed for installation,
and the barrier is quick to install
and dismantle. All functions for
power, signalling and drainage are
on the exterior for ease of access.
The block segment is raised using a
control panel. The barrier is 650
mm tall and can prevent unauthorised access by virtually any vehicle.


Designergate

Advanced security solutions for
Emirates' new engineering centre
Gunnebo's offices in Dubai have
recently been awarded the
prestigious contract to provide
physical security solutions, in
collaboration with Transguard
Group, for the new engineering
centre of airline Emirates.

The contract includes delivery, installation and maintenance of tailor-made
cantilever sliding gates, car-park fencing and entrance control solutions for
the new multi-million dollar centre at
Dubai international airport.
MAINTENANCE IN GIGANTIC HANGARS

“Gunnebo's
reliable,
high-quality
systems fulfil our criteria and meet the
fast-growing Emirates Group's everincreasing security requirements,” says
Dr Abdulla Al Hashimi, Senior Vice
18

President at Emirates Group Security.
The Emirates centre will be one of the
largest commercial aviation maintenance facilities in the world. Maintenance
on Emirates' entire aircraft fleet, including the enormous new Airbus A380s,
will be carried out in eight gigantic aircraft hangars. The hangars are the heart
of a building complex which also houses administration, a washing hall, waste
facilities, a mosque and parking for
2,000 cars.

Gunnebo has been entrusted with the
prestigious assignment to provide security
solutions for Emirates airline's new engineering centre.

Facts:
Transguard Group

DELIGHTED

“This is the biggest building project
undertaken by the Emirates Group thus
far, and we're delighted to have been
entrusted with the security system
contract,” says Simon Precious, Director of Transguard Group's Solution
Division. 

Transguard, part of the Emirates
Group, offers a broad range of firstclass security solutions and specialist
services to local and international
customers. The Group dominates the
market in the United Arab Emirates.
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Increased control and flexibility
with electronic high-security locks
Imagine being able to control the
electronic locking systems at all
bank branches from a single
location. This may sound like a
vision of the future, but it's perfectly
possible today. If the customer
prefers a lock that is not connected
to a network – but still wants to
control who has access to the lock –
that too can be arranged. The only
requirement is that the bank uses
electronic locks, which are becoming increasingly common nowadays.

Gunnebo has two electronic locks in its
range: Ev´Hora and SafeLock. The locks
have different profiles and have so far been
successful on different markets. Ev´Hora
is the market leader in countries such as
France and Spain. SafeLock, on the other
hand, has a strong position in Germany
and the Eastern European countries, for
example. In 2007 Gunnebo will focus on
training its sales companies and increasing
product knowledge about both systems.
“As Ev´Hora and SafeLock are both
very strong products, but with slightly
different functions and product architecture, we believe there's a need for both
systems. We'll therefore be arranging a
number of seminars and training days for
Gunnebo's customer centres during the
year. Product knowledge needs to be
broader within Gunnebo,” says Mats
Rydén, product manager for high-security locks at Gunnebo.
CONTROLLABLE BY
EXTERNAL ALARM SYSTEMS

Ev´Hora has strong configuration and
network functions. This means for instance that systems can be built and optimised
so that a single keypad controls up to 16
lock units, installed on different safes or
cash handling machines. Furthermore, the
lock units can be connected to a network
through TCP/IP interfaces and communicate in real time with an administrator.
“For example, personnel at a bank's
head office can communicate with, update and follow up what's happening to safes
in the local branches,” explains Mats

SafeLock's one-off
code function is primarily used by security companies. But
retailers are also
showing an interest
in one-off codes.

Rydén. Ev´Hora also has advanced, muchappreciated alarm functions that enable
the locks to be integrated with, or controlled by, external alarm systems.
SafeLock's strength lies partly in its
physical security, with security up to
class D, and partly in the lock's singleuse functions. It is a free-standing lock
that can store information for permanent
users. But above all it can be used with
Gunnebo's SafeControl software to create and distribute one-off codes.
USED BY SECURITY COMPANIES

“SafeControl, based on a web server,
enables bank branches or security companies to create one-off codes by logging
in with an ID number and PIN – in
much the same way as online banking.
Each code works for a certain amount of
time, for one user and one specific lock.”
Mats Rydén explains that SafeLock's
one-off code function is of great interest
to security companies when used along-

side SafeControl's web-based route planning tool.
A new route is created daily using
codes at a particular interval. This means
that each safe can only be opened once,
within a particular timeframe and with a
particular code. The administrator does
not communicate with the lock, but with
the user.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

“Today one-off codes are primarily used
by security companies and their service
organisations. But we're seeing increased
demand from other users and customer
segments, such as retail,” says Mats Rydén.
Alongside disseminating product
knowledge about both the locks in Gunnebo's sales companies and increasing
geographic coverage, Gunnebo is also
focusing heavily on further developing
high-security locks. This partly entails
harmonising the product offering
through a generic platform for all types of
lock. However, it also involves developing a software platform to handle freestanding lock systems, which must also
be easy to integrate with other systems –
such as alarm or cash handling systems.
“Gunnebo's strong position with the
current lock products on individual markets shows that we're on the right track.
But there are still large market shares to
win and innovative products to introduce.
We must focus on systems, and on developing our products cost-effectively based
on market needs. If we do that, high-security locks can grow as a product group.” 
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Welcome to
Gunnebo Service Centre
– How can we help?
A Call Centre at Gunnebo receives
calls for a variety of reasons. They
may be from a bank or insurance
company wishing to know the
security rating of a safe, to a
simple lock or key failure in a
safe. Read about a day in the Call
Centre for Service Co-ordinator
Elaine Tipton.

Elaine Tipton works as Service Co-ordinator at Gunnebo UK's Call Centre in
Wolverhampton. She has worked in the
Call Centre for seven years, and is part of
a multi-skilled group that works together
with colleagues to ensure the smooth
running of the After Sales Service Business in the UK.
The Call Centre is an in-bound and
out-bound service, dealing with all elements of After Sales Service, from fault
recording, engineer work planning,
managing sub-contractors, parts management, answering customer questions
and billing, to query resolution and supporting sales colleagues
“We speak to between 80 and 100
customers per day, plus regular contact
throughout each day with all of our engineers. There are also less frequent con20

tacts with other parts of the organisation
such as spare parts, sales and so on,” says
Elaine Tipton.

Customers are usually in some kind of
crisis when they call, and they need
urgent help.”

RESOLVING VARIOUS ISSUES

PRIORITISATION A CHALLENGE

Incoming calls include both existing and
new customers, calling to discuss how
Gunnebo might be able to resolve a question or a problem which has arisen with
their security equipment.
“Sometimes we receive calls from insurance companies, wishing to know the
security rating of a safe. We were recently asked to look up in our database
details of a safe, which turned out to have
been manufactured in the 1850s. There
may have been a robbery in a retail or
banking environment, which requires us
to urgently re-schedule work so we can
respond and secure the customer environment,” says Elaine Tipton.
The Call Centre even recently had a
call from the fire brigade, where a building contractor had been locked inside a
vault, and then the key was lost. However, the most common question normally is about response time.
“How quickly can you get an engineer
here? That is by far the most common
question we get in the Call Centre.

A customer calls to register a problem.
The call is logged on Gunnebo's sophisticated call management system. Details
of the customer, product and problem
are recorded, plus the priority of the
call.
Gunnebo UK offers service levels to
meet the needs of the customers. This
may vary from a routine call, which the
customer may wish to have attended to
in two or three days, to a priority call
where failure of a safe component is
having a significant effect on the customer's ability to carry on business. The
Call Centre juggles the challenging task
of managing ever-changing priorities as
new calls come in and others are completed.
“Changing priorities is a continual
process which has to be done in a way
which allows the extremely urgent calls
to jump the queue, and at the same time
to meet the needs of less critical calls.
Together with scheduling, prioritisation is definitely the most challenging
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Elaine Tipton enjoys her job as Service Co-ordinator, partly due to the great variety. Apart from
dealing with customers she also talks to Gunnebo’s technicians every day for updates on the latest
jobs.

task with our work. It is like juggling,
and you really have to keep looking at
the Engineers / Territory / Incoming
Calls, in order to stay on top of it!”
Gunnebo uses the call planning
system and vehicle satellite tracking
systems to locate the most suitable
technician for the job. The call is given
to the technician with all notes and any
other information he may need, and he
then calls ahead to the customer.
A VARIED JOB

The technician travels to the job and
completes it, fitting parts or making
repairs from his extensive vehicle stock.

He then gets a customer signature for
the work on a PDA, or on paper. He
then feeds back into the call planning
system directly using a PDA or by
telephone to the Call Centre.
Technicians' parts are replenished
automatically from the call planning
software, and dispatched through a
sophisticated third party logistics organisation, which provides Gunnebo
with full trackability.
“The best part of working in the Call
Centre is the variety in the job and the
rapport that builds between us and the
engineers and customers,” concludes
Elaine Tipton. 
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Technical developments set
new demands for engineers

After 34 years as a service engineer, Michel Querville still enjoys his work. Over the past 10–20
years his role has developed from production, to tailoring solutions for each individual customer.
“I relish the challenge of trying to find a solution that suits the customer,” he says.

Gunnebo's products undergo rapid
technical advances - something
that has not gone unnoticed by the
engineers at Gunnebo.
“From the 1990s up to today
we've gone from production to
tailoring solutions,” says Michel
Querville, an engineer in the
Service business line, Gunnebo
France.

With 34 years in the Group, Michel Querville is one of Gunnebo's true veterans.
Today he is a service engineer for safes,
and is part of the operating council for
FSP (Fichet Sécurité Physique), which, as
a result of the reorganisation at Gunnebo,
is part of the Service business line.
THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX

“My work tasks are very varied. My
favourite part is the contact with the
customers, listening to them and trying
to find a suitable solution,” says Michel
Querville.
Technology is developing all the time,
so it is important always to think outside
22

the box, he says.
“We have to question ourselves every
day to maintain our expert know-how.”
The changes are particularly evident in
Michel Querville's area.
“Old safes are often replaced by new
generation safes with electronic locks,”
says Michel, adding that things have
changed a lot even since the new millennium.
“Nevertheless, there are still a lot of
mechanical locks, even though it is increasingly common to have electronic
locks for cash in transit; in security cases,
cash boxes and security doors.”

ded with clear information about the
various operations within the Gunnebo
Group.”
TRAINING IN PROGRESS

INFORMATION FROM MANAGERS

The extensive Gunnebo One Company
reorganisation was launched in 2006, yet
Michel Querville says the changes have
not been that noticeable.
“There have been no dramatic changes
in my day-to-day work. We have meetings with our managers where we're
given information about the change process and the reorganisation within our
division. Our customers are also provi-

As part of Gunnebo One Company, engineers will receive further training in the
Group's various products during the year.
“A few courses in the Gateway system
have already been held for some engineers,
but the Group has a very broad product
range encompassing many different
brands. For now it's better to increase your
knowledge in a specific part of the product
range, rather than knowing a little about
a lot of products.” 
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SafePayTM marketed
at seminar in Spain

Personnel at Gunnebo in the UK collected money for charity rather than sending its customers
printed Christmas cards.

Christmas charity from Gunnebo UK
Every year co-workers at Gunnebo UK
donate money to local charities rather
than sending the traditional printed
Christmas cards. Instead they send a
simple Christmas greeting by e-mail to
their customers, suppliers and other
contacts.
“The personnel decided how much they
wanted to donate, and this year we
collected 320 pounds (about 480 euros),”
says Chris Cooper at Gunnebo UK.
“The total sum was divided equally
between Compton Hospice and the

Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign.”
In recent years, Gunnebo UK has regularly collected money for Compton Hospice, a local organisation in Wolverhampton which specialises in providing care
and services for people suffering from
cancer and other life-threatening diseases.
As a result, Compton Hospice contacted
Gunnebo before Christmas 2006 to
request a special Christmas gift. Gunnebo
agreed and also decided to make a donation to the Breast Cancer Awareness
Campaign. 

“Checked & Approved”:
Gunnebo inspects safes at Belgian jewellers
Gunnebo Belgium is currently
carrying out a
campaign for
jewellers, offering them security
checks on their old and used safes from
Chubbsafes, Fichet-Bauche and Rosengrens. The approved safes are marked
with a sticker stating “Checked &
Approved by Gunnebo” and a metal
stamp.
The idea for the campaign came
about because the diamond industry –
in which Belgian city Antwerp is number one in the world – still uses old
and/or used safes to a large extent.
Many safes simply do not provide high
enough security.
“It is common among diamond tra-

ders to take over business premises with
an old safe already installed. Moreover,
the market for used safes is fairly large,”
says Didier Bacquart, who works with
Secure Storage in Belgium.
“If the customer is not interested in
buying a new safe we can provide our
expertise anyway, and inform the customer and insurance company about the
safe's shortcomings, if any. If anyone
knows how to do this, we do!”
The diamond industry will be an initial test target group for the campaign,
which will last for a year. If the results
are good the campaign may be extended to other sectors. Gunnebo Belgium
has already received positive reactions
to the campaign from customers and
insurance companies. 

The SafePay cash handling system has
been launched in Spain. Its marketing
gained an extra boost when Gunnebo
sponsored a talk at the retail sector
seminar organised by AECOC, the Spanish organisation for suppliers and distributors. Virtually all the major retail
companies in Spain attended.
The theme of the seminar was crime
and losses in the retail sector. Gunnebo
Spain gave a talk on secure cash handling in which Pietrus Bolin, security
manger of the Nordic retail chain
COOP, described his experiences of
SafePay. He explained, for example,
why COOP chose SafePay, how the
product solved problems in the retail
chain and how SafePay has reduced the
number of thefts and losses at COOP.


At a retail sector seminar in Spain, it emerged
that losses and theft have decreased at retail
chain COOP since it installed SafePay.

Gigantic vault for
Commerzbank Frankfurt
Gunnebo in Germany has been commissioned to deliver a modular vault of
420 square metres to Germany's
second largest bank, Commerzbank
Frankfurt. The project is prestigious
for Gunnebo because the vault has a
very special construction and the
installation is demanding. The sheer
size of the vault, about 3x14x10
metres, means it has to be mounted on
a steel platform – as the floor cannot
withstand a static load.
The vault door is specially constructed and fitted with the high-security
SafeLock 3-2. Access control is via
fingerprints. When the fingerprint is
approved by the scanner the user enters
a code. Gunnebo has used SafePoint
TT Plus as the PC-based solution. 
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Spring 1996 was when Gunnebo's Group magazine Gunnebo Global saw
the light of day for the first time. The CEO at the time, Bjarne Holmqvist,
wrote: “Gunnebo Global aims to offer readers a mixture of business and
pleasure, along with information about the Group's development”.
Since then both the Gunnebo Group and Gunnebo Global have been on an
exciting journey. Here are the covers of all 23 issues published in the
magazine's 10-year history.
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